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Abstract—In this paper, we present a novel technique for the
removal of astigmatism in submillimeter-wave optical systems
through employment of a specific combination of so-called astig-
matic off-axis reflectors. This technique treats an orthogonally
astigmatic beam using skew Gaussian beam analysis, from which
an anastigmatic imaging network is derived. The resultant beam is
considered truly stigmatic, with all Gaussian beam parameters in
the orthogonal directions being matched. This is thus considered
an improvement over previous techniques wherein a beam cor-
rected for astigmatism has only the orthogonal beam amplitude
radii matched, with phase shift and phase radius of curvature not
considered. This technique is computationally efficient, negating
the requirement for computationally intensive numerical analysis
of shaped reflector surfaces. The required optical surfaces are also
relatively simple to implement compared to such numerically opti-
mized shaped surfaces. This technique is implemented in this work
as part of the complete optics train for the STEAMR antenna. The
STEAMR instrument is envisaged as a mutli-beam limb sounding
instrument operating at submillimeter wavelengths. The antenna
optics arrangement for this instrument uses multiple off-axis re-
flectors to control the incident radiation and couple them to their
corresponding receiver feeds. An anastigmatic imaging network
is successfully implemented into an optical model of this antenna,
and the resultant design ensures optimal imaging of the beams
to the corresponding feed horns. This example also addresses the
challenges of imaging in multi-beam antenna systems.

Index Terms—ABCD matrices, anastigmatic, astigmatic,
Gaussian beams, multi-beam, quasi-optical, STEAMR.

I. INTRODUCTION

I N THIS PAPER, we address the primary optical design
issue of removing the astigmatism typically inherent in sub-

millimeter-wave limb sounders. This is an important aspect of
submillimeter-wave limb sounding instruments which utilize
asymmetric beam amplitude patterns, typically elliptical, to ob-
serve the atmosphere [1], [2]. In terms of imaging within the re-
ceiving antenna optics, this elliptical beam pattern is considered
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orthogonally astigmatic in terms of a skew Gaussian beam treat-
ment [3]. Previous techniques for the correction of this astigma-
tism in either antenna relay optics [2] or in laboratory imaging
arrangements [4] have considered matching of the orthogonal
Gaussian beam amplitude radii, with the phase radius of curva-
ture and phase shift not being considered. The beam can then be
said to not be truly stigmatic, as the complex beam parameters
for the orthogonal directions are not equivalent. We present here
a technique for the optical correction of orthogonally astigmatic
Gaussian beams, with the resultant beam being consolidated in
the orthogonal directions.
The theoretical application of Gaussian beam theory to gen-

erate an anastigmatic imaging network is presented in Section II.
In Section III an overview of the antenna optics scheme for the
STEAMR instrument is given, which includes a summary of
the instrument’s observation goals and the consequent optical
requirements. Further detailed in this section is the specific so-
lution of the anastigmatic imaging network as it applies to the
STEAMR antenna optics. An overview of the off-axis astig-
matic reflectors required for physical implementation of this
imaging network is presented in Section IV. The focal plane
array developed for the imaging of the individual beams to their
corresponding receiver elements is described in Section V. In
Section VI the results of electromagnetic simulations of the
STEAMR optical arrangement performed through the reflector
design and simulation software package GRASP are presented.
Finally, based upon the results of the analytical and numerical
simulations presented here we draw conclusions with regard the
success and applicability of this optical design to the STEAMR
antenna.

II. CORRECTION OF AN ASTIGMATIC GAUSSIAN BEAM

The analytical technique of modeling quasioptical systems
using Gaussian beam analysis through matrices is well
founded [5]. This technique provides an efficient and accurate
first order approximation for modeling the propagation of elec-
tromagnetic fields through submillimeter-wave optical systems
composed of reflectors and/or lenses, providing that aberration
and truncation effects are negligible and that the receiver an-
tennas maintain aperture distributions which can be efficiently
described in terms of Gaussian beams, such as corrugated feed
horns [6]. The normalized electric field distribution of the funda-
mental Gaussian beam mode in cylindrical coordinates is given
as

(1)
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where is the beam radius parameter at a distance from
the beam waist location where is the phase ra-
dius of curvature parameter at a distance from the beam waist
location, where and is the longitudinal phase
shift, or Guoy phase shift, and is the radial coordinate mea-
sured from the central propagation axis. The beam parameters
of , and are given by the following equations:

(2)

(3)

(4)

While these equations will describe the evolution of the
paraxial fundamental Gaussian beam parameters in unhindered
free-space propagation, ray transfer or matrices are
required to describe the beam parameter evolution through a
system composed of optical elements such as reflectors, lenses
or dielectric interfaces. For a general optical system composed
of components, the individual matrices that describe
these components are cascaded together to form the complete
system matrix. The matrices of the individual
components have simple forms [5].
A Gaussian beam can be treated as a complex point source

with a phase radius of curvature that evolves in the same way
as the wavefront radius of a geometrical point source. Defining
the complex beam parameter as

(5)

allows for the following calculation of the output complex beam
parameter:

(6)

from which the beam parameters and of the beam at the
output plane can be readily calculated from (5).
In the treatment of astigmatic Gaussian beams, we simplify

the general approach taken in [7], by reducing the definition of
a beam to orthogonal or simple astigmatism, wherein a skew
ray treatment requires that the Gaussian beam parameters for
the two transverse orthogonal directions are mismatched, i.e.,

, and , where the sub-
scripts and refer to azimuth and elevation. In this treat-
ment the beam is thus defined with two sets of independently
evolving Gaussian beam parameters. In this work, we expand
upon previous works addressing this issue [4], [8]–[10], where
astigmatism is defined solely in terms of mismatched beam am-
plitude radii in the transverse orthogonal directions, with the
mismatched phase radii of curvature not being addressed. The
resultant beams can thus not be considered as truly stigmatic i.e.,
where , and . In order to pro-
duce the desired stigmatic beam, more degrees of freedom are
required in the optical train than those put forth in [4], [8]–[10],
all of which utilize only a single phase transforming element.
The incident beam is treated as a simple astigmatic

Gaussian, with independently evolving beam parameters

. An anastigmatic imaging
network can then be developed using ABCD matrix analysis
in order to generate an output beam with the required matched
beam parameters. For a system composed of multiple phase
transforming elements, either lenses or reflectors, there are
consequently multiple degrees of freedom such as the focal
lengths of the components and/or the separation of the
components available to manipulate the evolution of the
propagating beam. These degrees of freedom are represented
by the independent matrix coefficient values of the
general optical system. The combination of reflectors and focal
lengths that corrects this simple astigmatism is referred to here
on as the anastigmatic imaging network.
The propagation distances are common to both orthog-

onal directions, while the focal lengths are independent:
. This thus establishes a requirement for a min-

imum of three reflector elements for the anastigmatic imaging
network in order to have sufficient degrees of freedom. First
consider the matrix that describes the optical system
between an input plane co-located with the first reflector and an
output plane co-located with the third and last reflector:

(7)

where

(8)

(9)

(10)

(11)

where are the focal lengths of the component reflectors,
is the propagation distance between the first and second reflec-
tors and is the propagation distance between the second and
third reflectors. Setting the component of the above
matrix to zero corresponds the formation at the output plane of
an image of the input plane. From this stipulation the following
can be inferred from (9):

(12)

from which it is then trivial to determine and . This result
can then be readily applied to determine the focal lengths of
the component reflectors in the two orthogonal directions. For
the two axis directions three degrees of freedom are required,
so that the minimum number of optical components required
to achieve the anastigmatic network, provided that the inter-re-
flector propagation distances are fixed, is three. In the resultant
system this will require that each reflector have the correspond-
ingly differing focal lengths for the principle
orthogonal directions of the skew beams. The design of such
biconic reflectors will be described in Section IV.

III. STEAMR ANTENNA OPTICS

The STEAMR instrument is a Swedish national contribution
to the upcoming ESA PREMIER mission, which is a candi-
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Fig. 1. Limb view geometry of the STEAMR antenna. The 14 observing beams
are divided into two groups in terms of polarization, illustrated here as 45
polarisation in blue and 45 polarization in red.

date for the Earth Core Explorer mission [11]. The aim of the
PREMIER mission (Process Exploration through Measurement
of Infrared and millimeter-wave Emitted Radiation) will be to
advance current understanding of the processes that link trace
gases, radiation and chemistry in the upper troposphere and
lower stratosphere.
The proposed baseline for the STEAMR instrument is a pas-

sive multi-beam limb sounder to observe in two 12 GHz wide
frequency bands between 323–335 GHz and 343–355 GHz. The
antenna will utilize a staring concept of 14 beams configured in
a push broom geometry, covering a nominal altitude range of
6–28 km at mid-latitudes with an azimuthal spread of 10 km
and are separated into two groups of seven beams, polarized at
45 .
The optical train of the STEAMR antenna, illustrated in

Fig. 2, is treated in three distinct sections. The primary and
secondary reflectors, referred to here on as M1 and M2, respec-
tively, form an off-axis Ritchey–Chrétien telescope design, with
both reflectors being paired hyperboloids of revolution. This
particular telescope configuration is chosen for its larger field
of view over the classic Cassegrain or Gregorian designs, as
well as the inherent removal of third-order coma and spherical
aberrations [12], thereby providing the best possible imaging
requirements for the widely spread multiple observations
beams. The primary aperture rim is elliptical, thereby defining
the elliptical amplitude beam profiles of the limb views seen in
Fig. 1. This thus sets the beams incident to the antenna as being
astigmatic.
The subsequent four relay reflectors, referred to sequentially

as M3, M4, M5, and M6, comprise a beam-forming network
composed of an anastigmatic imaging network (M3, M4, M5),

Fig. 2. Simplified ray-trace model of the STEAMR antenna optics, listing the
component reflectors including the focal plane arrays (FPA), where the sub-
scripts T and R refer to transmission and reflection through the wire grid polar-
izer (WGP).

plus one subsequent reflector (M6) required to provide the nec-
essary phase shift between the antenna farfield and the output
focal plane. This is a key requirement for a multi-beam antenna,
wherein the beams must be intercepted at the location of max-
imum mutual separation. In this instance this requires that the
output focal plane be located at a phase shift of from the
antenna far field. Accounting for the phase shift between
the primary aperture and the far field, this implies that the phase
shift between the primary aperture plane and output focal plane
be . This beam forming network thus provides circu-
larly symmetric point spread functions across an unaberrated
image of the sky at the output focal plane of the complete optical
system. At this output focal plane, the beams then can be effi-
ciently coupled to an array of feed horns through a focal plane
array (FPA). Furthermore, the relay reflectors provide the re-
quired spatial accommodation for the internal calibration optics,
which consists of an intercepting chopper reflector and associ-
ated optics to couple the receivers to the various loads and cold
sky view, the details of which are not discussed further in this
paper.
The final distinct section of the antenna optics is the FPA. This

array intercepts the individual beams at the antenna output focal
plane and re-images them to their corresponding feed horns. The
optics for each beam within the FPA are equivalent, consisting
of two paired off-axis conic reflectors, referred to from here on
as M7 and M8. The imaging of this FPA is such that it provides
the required additional phase shift between the output focal
plane and the feed horn apertures, thereby ensuring frequency
independent coupling between the feed horn apertures and the
primary antenna aperture plane.

A. Anastigmatic Imaging Network

The anastigmatic imaging network for the STEAMR beam
forming network produces stigmatic Gaussian beams at the
output plane of M5. These beams are then equivalently treated
as circularly symmetric Gaussian beams as they evolve onwards
in the optical train to be coupled to the feed horns in the FPA.
Equivalently viewing the horns as radiators, thereby invoking
reciprocity, the beam forming network coupled to the telescope
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Fig. 3. Thin lens representation of the STEAMR antenna optics from the pri-
mary aperture (M1) through to the output focal plane (FP). The anastigmatic
network, i.e., M3, M4 and M5 are shown as hatched filled lenses. Note the in-
clusion of the M6 reflector in order to produce the desired output focal plane FP.

should produce a set of elliptical beams on the sky with the de-
sired aperture illumination. This requires that the radiated horn
beams should therefore form flat phase fronts (i.e., beam waists)
at the telescope aperture with beam widths consistent with the
required edge tapers at that plane. The complete relay optics
(M3–M6) are thus required to transformwaists at the output focal
plane to waists at the telescope aperture for the two orthogonal
directions as well as matching the phase shifts for the two direc-
tions to ensure correct in-focus imaging at the output focal plane.
Only in this way can correct imaging of the sky onto circularly
symmetric beam patterns at the output focal plane be achieved.
We apply the technique described in Section II in order to

determine the orthogonal focal lengths of the anastigmatic
imaging network reflectors. For simplicity, the optical network
is developed for the hypothetical on-axis chief beam rather
than for a complete beam set, with the aim of locating reflec-
tors at image planes of the primary aperture i.e., at positions
of phase shift from M1 so as to ensure that the beams
are clustered about the central optical axis, thereby ensuring
minimal off-center reflection distortions and reduce required
reflector area. To fulfill the requirement for a phase
shift between the primary aperture plane and the output focal
plane, we must ensure that the anastigmatic network produce
an image of the primary aperture plane at an output distance
from M5. This is an image of the telescope aperture i.e., a

Fourier plane of the output image focal plane of the telescope.
The final M6 reflector is thus located to produce the appropriate
Fourier pattern of the beams at the output focal plane. The beam
amplitude radius at the aperture image plane is , where the
beams are non-astigmatic and is given by ,
where is the beam amplitude radius at the output focal
plane. With this framework in place it is possible to determine
the independent matrices and that produces
the desired matched output beam parameters. The complete
antenna optics scheme, minus the FPA, is illustrated using a
thin lens representation in Fig. 3.
The resultant focal length data and Gaussian beam param-

eter evolution for the resultant optics scheme is summarized in
Table I. In Fig. 4 the evolution of the skew Gaussian beamwidth
and phase shift throughout the complete STEAMR antenna op-
tics is illustrated. As can be seen, the combination of reflectors
M3 and M4 produce the required matching of amplitude and
phase shift at the plane of the M5 reflector, beyond which the

TABLE I
GAUSSIAN BEAM PARAMETERS AND FOCAL LENGTHS OF STEAMR

COMPONENT REFLECTORS AT THE CENTRAL OPERATING FREQUENCY OF
340 GHZ

Fig. 4. Evolution of Gaussian beam amplitude radius (a) and Guoy phase shift
(b) for the STEAMR antenna optics at the central frequency of 340 GHz—cf.
Table I. The phase shift is given in absolute value, with the phase jump from

to at the image plane occurring at radians after M5. (a) Beam width.
(b) Phase shift.

beams evolve equivalently for the two orthogonal directions,
thereby forming a circularly symmetric, stigmatic beam.
It should be emphasized here that while a particular anastig-

matic network solution may be determined and verified with
Gaussian beam analysis, the practical implementation of this
imaging network using off-axis astigmatic reflectors is not as
straightforward. It should be ensured that the conic parameters
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of the reflectors in the two orthogonal planes be relatively sim-
ilar, and be of the same type, so that that the surface transition
between the two orthogonal off-axis surfaces is as smooth as
possible. Furthermore, the conic parameters of the orthogonal
surfaces should be such that their respective conic vertices are
spaced sufficiently far apart. This requirement can be achieved
by varying the inter-mirror distances until a suitable solution
is calculated. In the case of the M5 reflector for the STEAMR
anastigmatic network presented here, the vertices of the two or-
thogonal paraboloids are spaced close enough such that a “cusp-
like” discontinuity structure is formed between them.While this
forms a technically undesirable reflecting surface, the resultant
beams formed by the complete antenna optics meet the antenna
performance requirements.

IV. ASTIGMATIC RELAY REFLECTORS

To successfully translate the theoretical anastigmatic network
detailed in Section III-A into a physical application requires util-
ising reflectors with the desired focal lengths in the azimuth
and elevation axes. Since the entire STEAMR optics scheme
utilizes off-axis reflectors, standard on-axis biconic, or toroidal
reflectors [12] are insufficient here. We utilize the techniques
developed in [13], wherein an efficient technique to describe
toroidal reflectors with off-axis geometries, referred to as astig-
matic off-axis reflectors, is given. We summarize briefly the
technique employed as it pertains to the STEAMR reflectors,
and the reader is directed to the source material for the com-
plete general description.
The process to describe a standard rotationally symmetric

off-axis conic section for reflection of a Gaussian beam, be it an
ellipsoid, hyperboloid or paraboloid, requires matching the inci-
dent phase radius of curvature, to the desired output phase
radius of curvature, , through a prescribed half reflection
angle . From these three values the geometrical construction
of the parent conic may then be determined using standard rela-
tions [12]. For the construction of astigmatic off-axis reflectors,
[13] considers the construction of the conic section in two or-
thogonal directions, dependent upon the geometry of the system
in question. Whereas a standard off-axis reflector is considered
to transfer the so-called phase center, i.e., beam waist, of the
incident beam to the phase center for the desired output beam,
astigmatic reflectors can control either three or four phase cen-
ters simultaneously. Indeed, it can be further said that all off-
axis astigmatic reflectors are four-phase, being that the three-
phase reflector is a special case where either the two input or two
output phase centers are collocated. These reflectors are thus
divided into two types, according to their function. The four-
phase off-axis astigmatic transforms an elliptical beam, with
two phase centers, to another elliptical beam, also with two
phase centers. The three-phase off-axis astigmatic transforms
an ellipsoidal beam, with two phase centers, to a circularly sym-
metric beam, with one phase center, and vice versa. In this case
the reflector surface must be located where the beam itself is cir-
cular, as the mirror only modifies phase and not the amplitude
distribution. These reflectors thus provide orthogonal focussing
properties . Both types of astigmatic off-axis reflector
will be required for the anastigmatic section of the STEAMR
optics train.

Fig. 5. Graphic representation of generation of four-phase astigmatic reflector
with both orthogonal conic definitions being off-axis ellipsoids. The
plane defines the global plane of the conic defined by . The
evolutions of the orthogonal Gaussian beams in the two directions are given in
blue (x) and green (y).

TABLE II
INPUT AND OUTPUT PHASE RADII OF CURVATURE AND HALF REFLECTION
ANGLE FOR ASTIGMATIC OFF-AXIS REFLECTORS M3, M4 AND M5

CALCULATED AT CENTRAL FREQUENCY (340 GHZ)

As before, a skew Gaussian beam is treated with orthogonal
beam parameters and , which accord-
ingly do not originate from the same phase center, thereby en-
suring that . In a four-phase astigmatic reflector
the output beam will also be elliptical ,
whereas for a three-phase astigmatic the output beam will be
circularly symmetric .
The construction of a four-phase astigmatic reflector is illus-

trated in Fig. 5. In this example the curve locus for the conic
section in the global coordinate frame is defined in the
standard way between the two focal points . The
major axis for the orthogonal conic section, defined between the
focal points is then drawn. The final surface is
then achieved through rotation of the x-plane curve locus about
the -plane curve major axis. This technique results in a smooth
transition from the conic locus to the conic locus.
The conic parameter data for the STEAMR astigmatic re-

flectors in Table II is derived from the Gaussian beam param-
eters presented in Table I. Accordingly, we see that reflectors
M3 and M4 are four-phase astigmatic reflectors, the combina-
tion of which transforms the incident elliptical beam from the
M1–M2 telescope to a beam with a circularly symmetric am-
plitude distribution and matched Guoy phase shifts at the plane
of the M5 reflector. The M5 reflector, as can be seen from the
equivalent output phase radii of curvature for the azimuth and
elevation directions above in Table II, is a three-phase off-axis
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astigmatic. It is the addition of this last reflector that ensures
the matching of the phase radii of curvature in the orthogonal
planes, thereby completing the anastigmatic optical network.
Note here that the requirement for similar conic parameters for
the orthogonal planes is satisfied.

V. FOCAL PLANE ARRAY (FPA)

The final component of the STEAMR optical train is the focal
plane array (FPA). The layout of the FPA, as illustrated in Fig. 2,
shows the two imaging arrays FPA-T and FPA-R, where T and
R stand for transmission and reflection respectively, and the ad-
joined wire grid polariser (WGP), with wires oriented at a pro-
jected 45 with respect to the plane orthogonal to the optical
axis, separates the incident 14 beams into the two groups of
seven. The optics of each pixel in both arrays is equivalent,
with the specific pointing being determined from geometrical
ray tracing calculations through the complete optics train.
The construction of the FPA is based primarily upon the her-

itage of two similar array systems [14] and [15] wherein the
individual pixel reflectors are formed as a monolithically ma-
chined facet reflector array. This FPA design provides signif-
icant performance improvement over an array of direct feed
horns at the focal plane. Firstly, in locating the focal plane at
a phase shift of from M1 the beams are at their most
frequency dependent. Thus a direct-fed feed horn array would
produce varying edge tapers on the M1 reflector across the fre-
quency band, leading to frequency dependent beam field of view
on the sky. Secondly, the mutual separation between the beams
at the focal plane is not sufficiently large enough to accom-
modate the individual feed horns. The feed horn aperture radii
could potentially be reduced significantly to account for this,
however this would result in an undesirably low feed horn gain.
Furthermore, this would also alter the edge taper on the primary
aperture and subsequently the beam field of view. For these
reasons it is considered more efficient to control the incoming
beams optically in order to couple them to the corresponding
feeds.
The primary challenge in the design of the FPA is achieving

maximum spillover efficiency for each beam. The vertical sam-
pling of the beams in the far field directly determines the max-
imum mutual separation, and hence the maximum achievable
spillover efficiency. The observing requirements for STEAMR,
as is typical in millimeter-wave radiometer antennas, places a
higher priority on beam efficiency over antenna pattern resolu-
tion [16], [17], and as such the edge taper of the primary aperture
is 25 dB in terms of 1-D fundamental Gaussian beam illumi-
nation. This degree of aperture illumination combined with the
vertical spatial sampling of the observing beams in the farfield
plane translates to a beam proximity in terms of beam amplitude
radius of approximately 18 dB. In terms of power conservation,
this is a significant limitation over the typical standard for near
field quasi-optical imaging, where a minimum beam truncation
radius of the order of 35 dB is expected, thus ensuring power
throughput of 99.97% for the fundamental Gaussian beam [5],
compared to the 98.42% for an 18 dB radius. Furthermore, these
values are calculated for the fundamental Gaussian, and do not
consider the additional power lost to sidelobes. The rims of
the M7 facet reflectors have thus been designed to maximize

Fig. 6. Focal plane array M7 facet reflector geometry (a), showing individual
beam footprints for the 18 dB radius at the central frequency (340 GHz). The
rims for the individual facets are designed in order to accommodate maximum
individual beam throughput. A 3D CAD model of the complete array optics is
shown in (b), showing the M7 and M8 facets and the individual feed horns.

power throughput for the individual beams. Owing to the rela-
tively long focal length for theM7 conic, this leads to a complex
‘saw-tooth’ facet geometry.
In order to minimize potential truncation and diffraction

losses at the M7 facet reflector it is necessary to employ a feed
horn with a highly centralized aperture field distribution and
low side lobes. The design for the STEAMR feed horns is based
upon that given in [18], referred to here as “ultra-Gaussian.”
The ultra-Gaussian horn employs a profiled corrugated feed
design to excite both the and modes, followed
by an additional cylindrical waveguide section of appropriate
length to match the phases of these two modes. The chosen
amplitudes of these two hybrid modes produces an aperture
distribution with significantly low sidelobe levels at 40 dB
thereby maximising the power coupling coefficient to the
representative fundamental Gaussian beam at 99.8% [18]. A
full treatment of a breadboard model of this FPA is given in
[19] and [20].

VI. ELECTROMAGNETIC SIMULATIONS

The complete STEAMR antenna optics train has been mod-
eled using the reflector antenna design tool GRASP developed
by TICRA. This package utilizes the numerical approximation
techniques of physical optics (PO), physical theory of diffrac-
tion (PTD), and method of moments (MoM) to provide highly
accurate simulations of long-wavelength reflector antenna sys-
tems. From these analysis data we can draw extremely reliable
conclusions on the success of the antenna optics model. As per
the limb-viewing geometry requirements of the antenna, in the
following analyses of these simulated data importance is placed
on the beam pattern parameters for the elevation direction over
azimuth.
In Fig. 7, simulated farfield contour plots for the complete

beam set are presented. Overall the beams exhibit the desired
elliptical patterns, with the outermost beams in the upper and
lower ranges displaying a minor degree of rotation in the posi-
tive and negative elevation directions respectively, with the cen-
trally locate beams displaying the highest conformity with de-
sired patterns in Fig. 1.
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Fig. 7. Farfield contour plots for (a) T beams and (b) R beams calculated from PO simulations. Contour levels spaced at 3, 10, 20, and 30 dB for frequen-
cies 323, 340, and 357 GHz.

Fig. 8. ACAPs for the (a) T beams and (b) R beams for with three contours per beam for frequencies 323, 340, and 357 GHz.

Specific antenna performance requirements necessitate that
the azimuthally collapsed antenna patterns (ACAPs) first
sidelobe amplitudes be 30 dB. The ACAPs are generated
through numerically integrating the individual beams across
the azimuth direction. In Fig. 8, the ACAPs for the complete
beam set are shown, and as is clearly evident each beam fulfills
this requirement. Additionally, the maximum first sidelobe
amplitude level for the azimuth and elevation planes through
the beam centers is 43 dB.
The maximum threshold for the field of view full-width at

half-maximum (FWHM) is specified at km, with a goal
of 2 km. From the FWHM data illustrated in Fig. 9(a), it
is shown that all beams meet this requirement. The effect of
amplitude pattern distortion is further evident here as increased
FWHM values for the beams in the upper and lower elevation
ranges. The FWHM requirements for the azimuthal direction
are 10 km, which are well met. Accurate pointing knowl-

edge of the beams is required, specifically in the elevation direc-
tion, in order to correctly determine the individual beam viewing
scene. Residual pointing values, calculated from comparisons
with nominal pointing values, are shown in Fig. 9(b).
The main beam efficiency, , of the antenna, being the in-

tegrated power in the main beam relative to the total power re-
ceived by the antenna, is stipulated to a minimum of 85% and
a maximum of 95%. In Fig. 10 the residual values (i.e.,

) are plotted against incremented values of for a
single set of beams at the central frequency. In lieu of using the
complete sphere for normalisation, a solid angle of sufficient
size for each beam was selected. The value for FWHM has been
determined for each individual beam from PO calculations and
the values are noted in the corresponding legends.
These data are representative of the for the complete

beam set of STEAMR over the frequency band and show that
the beams sufficiently fulfill the requirement. The relative
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Fig. 9. FWHM data for (a) each beam and (b) elevation pointing offset nor-
malized to the nominal pointing.

Fig. 10. Numerically integrated values for as a function of increasing
for a single beam set at the central frequency of 340 GHz. The corre-

sponding data for a representative fundamental Gaussian beam is also shown.

power throughput for the individual beams, determined numer-
ically from GRASP simulations, is displayed in Fig. 11 for a
single beam set at the lower, central and upper frequencies. As
expected, the M7 facet reflector, being the intercepting reflector
at the focal plane, shows the highest degree of truncation. De-
spite this, the minimum relative power conservation occurring
at the lowest frequency remains high at 98.0%. The trunca-
tion of theM7 facet dominates the subsequent power throughput
for the individual beams, with the variance in conserved power
between the beams being due to the unequal truncation of the
beams at the M7 facet, as shown in Fig. 6(a). Similar simula-
tions of conserved power throughput where the M7 facet re-
flector is oversized reveals this, and the edge taper values for all
beams are equivalent, thus revealing the frequency independent
imaging of the complete antenna optics.

Fig. 11. Relative power conservation throughout the complete antenna optics
train for a single beam set at 323, 340, and 357 GHz, respectively. The dominant
truncation from the M7 facet reflector is evident here.

VII. CONCLUSION

A novel technique for the removal of simple astigmatism
in Gaussian beams through optical means has been presented.
A theoretical framework for an anastigmatic imaging network
composed of off-axis reflecting optics using matrices
in conjunction with Gaussian beam imaging has been shown
to successfully remove the inherent astigmatism of this optics
scheme, thereby ensuring the desired amplitude and phase
parameters necessary for optimum imaging between the an-
tenna and the focal plane. This technique has been successfully
implemented as part of a complete optical model for the
STEAMR antenna with the GRASP software package. The
optical performance of this model, as illustrated the resultant
farfield beam pattern data presented in Figs. 7 and 8, shows
excellent conformance with prescribed requirements. This
thus serves as a strong validation of the theoretical technique
presented in Section II.
The results of this optical design and analysis work reveal

several important conclusions. Firstly, an anastigmatic imaging
network can be successfully incorporated into an off-axis op-
tics scheme. Furthermore, the design process considered only a
single chief ray for solution of this imaging requirement, which
was then successfully extended for a multi-beam framework,
thereby making the design process for this multi-beam system
more efficient. This imaging network principle could further-
more be extended to similar imaging systems that utilize lenses,
the results of which would preclude the inherent distortions
from off-axis reflectors. The technique can also be readily ap-
plied to single beam antennas, which would not require a focal
plane array system and thus simplify the imaging requirements.
Secondly, the high mutual proximity of the observing beams has
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been shown to not be detrimental to power conservation require-
ments of the antenna, despite the unavoidable frequency depen-
dent illumination of the FPA facet reflectors, the net effect in
terms of power throughput is negligible.
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